YAC cloning of DNA embedded in an agarose matrix.
Yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) cloning of DNA in agarose is an alternative method to cloning from aqueous solutions. It minimizes any shearing that may result from handling of high molecular weight DNA and can be done with nanogram to microgram amounts of material, which facilitates construction of YACs from sources of DNA other than genomic DNA isolated from cells. The average size of the YACs recovered (200-1000 kb) and efficiency of transformation of ligation products (200-1000 cfu/micrograms) are similar to those reported using aqueous protocols. This method has been used to construct chromosome specific YACs, and it should be possible to apply the technique to the construction of chromosome specific libraries using flow sorted chromosomes as source material, and the cloning of restriction fragments isolated by preparative pulsed field gel electrophoresis.